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cannot compel persons or companies to save it
can only offer them inducements to do so in the
form of higher interest rates or of tax concessions
on receipts from interest and their effectiveness
is limited Nor in general has it very much direct
power over expenditure out of credit It can and
does control the conditions under which hire
purchase agreements are m^de—and this does
temper1 rily at any rate make a great deal of
difference to the amount of goods bought on hire
purchase It can to a certain extent influence
private companies m their investment policies by
granting and withdrawing Incentives to invest
nient (see G13(D) but it is doubtful ojnte how
much influence these changes have And it can
if it chooses exercise dnect control over building
by allovmg building only on licence This power
however is not now used in order to control the
level of Investment but only m order to encourage
16 in depressed areas and discourage it elsewhere
The only authorities over whose investment the
Government does have leal control aie the
nationalised industries and is the Kadcliffe
Committee pointed out there are obvious dis
advantages in any system whereby investment
in public utilities is determined not by the need
for such investment but by the need to balance
savings and investment
The two mam means remaining are fiscal and
monetary control If the Government thuLk&
there is going to be a shortage of private savings
it raises more in taxation or reduces its current
expenditure arid so increases the Budget surplus
(see G24(S)) The second form of control is much
more comnlex in principle the aima are twofold
del is to keep the amount of credit creation down
lor up) to the required extent the second is to
ensure that the Government gets the share of
savings it needs to cover its investment pro
grammes The complexity arises from the inter
relations between these two tasks
The Government as Borrower
The Government is a heavy bonower from the
rest of the economy In 1965 total public borrow
ing—by government nationalised industries and
local authorities—stood at £38 000 million eqtuva
lent to 1 4 times the annual national income Most
of this immense National Debt was built up during
the war when government expenditure far ex
ceeded taxation but the total continues to
advance year by year owing to the heavy capital
reauirements of the nationalised industries
The Government bonows in six main ways
First the issue of bank notes is m effect a form of
government borrowing Second it borrows from
foreign governments Third it borrows from
companies thiough tax reserve certificates which
are a means by which companies let the Govern
ment have the taxes they would have to pay on
profits as the latter are earned rather than when
the taxes legally become due Fourth it borrows
direct from private individuals through the various
forms of national savings In all forms of national
savings the Government pays interest—or in the
case of premium bonds prizes m heu of Interest
to the winners of the monthly draw—to the
holders who have the right either on demand or
at short notice to the repayment of their loans
Gilt edged Securities and Treasury Bills
The fifth and sixth methods of borrowing are
through the market The mam method is through
the Stock Exchange by the issue of fixed interest
securities called gilt-edged securities In 1605 the
net amount owing to the public on all such secuii
ties was nearly £13 000 million—a third of total
public debt Most gilt-edged securities are pro
mlses to repay at a specified date In the future the
amount originally borrowed, and hi the mean
tuna to pay a fixed amount of interest each half
year Some gilt edged securities are irredeem
able and consist therefore simply of a promise to
pay the interest in perpetuity
Most gilt-edged securities are held by institu
tions the banks, discount houses, and other major
financial institutions of the country and foreign
governments (whose holdings represent their
sterling balances (see 67(8)) only a fifth of the
total being held by private individuals Gilt-
edged securities unlike national savings are not
 liquid assets Until they become due for replace
ment they can only be sold on the Stock Exchange
for what they will fetch and variations in their
market value are quite considerable Dealings
m second hand securities can have important
effects on the economy Variation in the market
price of securities implies an inverse variation in
the effective rate of interest which they earn
Phis in turn can influence the general level of
interest rates hence the amount of investment
which it is profitable to carry out and hence the
general level of economic activity
The sixth form of borrowing is by means of
Treasury Bills of which £2 100 million were out
standing m 1965 A Treasury Bill is an extremely
short term loan to the Government—usually for
three months Each week the Treasury offers
for sale some £300 million of these and a number
of specialised institutions bid for them The
difference between their bids and the value of
these bonds on repayment is called discount and
is a substitute for interest These bills play a
crucial lole in the monetary system for it is by
affecting the rate of discount on Treasury Bills
that Bank Hate influences monetary conditions
m the economy but more of that a little later
Government Borrowing and Liquidity
Monetary policy consists largely in varying the
way m which the Government borrows to finance
its expenditure This is because the form of
borrowing affects the amount of liquidity m the
economy All financial institutions have some
policy regarding liquidity In general they try
to maintain sufficient reserves either of cash or of
assets which can be immediately converted into
cash to meet any foreseeable sudden increase
in their commitments But they do not hold
all uheir assets in liquid form The chance that
all their creditors simultaneously demand their
money back can be ruled out and therefore most
of them act on the principle that they should
maintain cash or other liquid assets to cover some
percentage of their total outstanding commit
ments Whereas currency and Treasury Bdls are
regarded as liquid assets government securities
and most other forms of government borrowing
are illiquid
If therefore the Government borrows more by
issuing currency or Treasury Bills and less by
other means this action increases the amount of
liquid assets about and therefore the total lending
which financial institutions think it safe to make
And conversely if the Government borrows less
by Issuing currency or Treasury Bills and more
by other means this tends to decrease the total
amount of loans which financial institutions are
prepared to make However government con
trol over the way in which it borrows is circum
scribed The public can be persuaded to hold
more government securities only if the rate of
interest earned on securities is increased In the
1950s the British Government was unable to pre
vent a rapid accumulation of short-term debt
even though it allowed the rate of interest earned
by irredeemable government securities to rise from
less than 4 per cent in 1950 to over 6 per cent in
1C60
The Commercial Banks
In the centre of the financial world stand the
commercial banks In England these are known
as the London clearing hanks In this country
unlike the United States the banking system is
highly concentrated there being five main banks
with branches hi every town The commercial
banks are important because their debts are used
by the public as money Anyone who has a hank
current account can sign cheques or withdraw
cash on demand up to the limit of his account
Because they can be used as a means of payment
just as readily as bank notes bank deposits are
money
Commercial banks earn a profit by borrowing
funds and then lending part of these funds at
higher rates of interest Because it to unlikely
that an deposits will be withdrawn at once the
banks hold only a small proportion, of their de
posits In the form of cash The Bank of England
requires them to hold 8 per cent and we see in
the table that in 1965 the average cash ratio was

